05:46 PM Meeting Called to Order

05:47 PM Motion To Call Meeting To Order

- Motion made by Rep. Jeremy Stull
- Seconded by Rep. Roma Kaul

05:48 PM Motion to Pass Last Meeting’s Minutes

- Motion made by Rep. Penny Wong
- Seconded by Rep. Jeremy Stull
- Motion passed

05:50 PM Library – The Hub

John weed

- The Hub at the library developed with student fees. It exists on the third floor and has computers, printers, BodyVis, Oculus rift and high-end graphic software. The hub is available to all UTHSCSA students.
- BodyVis is a program that uses CT and MRI and turns them into 3d images. It can be accessed at the ALTC but we also have it at the library.
- The Oculus Rift has educational content. For example a program called Organon you can rotate around the body and go to different body systems. It’s a different way to look at and learn about the anatomy of the human body.
- You can ask for help at the desk or contact John Weed or Kelly Minars when setting up any of these equipment/programs for the first time.
- If you want to use the 3D printing service, you can find a link on website to submit 3D print requests.
- 24/7 library access to students will start June 1st 2017. Community users will be allowed inside until 9 pm during the week and 6 pm during weekends, then card access starts.
  - Question from Rep. Roma Kaul: what will you do about community users that are already inside.
  - Response from Mr. Weed: The staff will walk around and check if everyone inside has their badges. They will ask anyone without a badge to leave so please make sure you have your badges on at all times.
  - Question from treasurer Alexander Oderhowho: I noticed that there are students from other schools like UTSA that are studying at the library. Is there any way that we can make exceptions for them to allow them more study hours?
  - Response from Mr. Weed: We will try to get special access for visiting students and researchers that ask for it.
  - Comment from Dr. Mok: we have had occasional formal request from some of the schools like St. Mary’s for parking arrangement and library use. So if it’s a known group we are happy to entertain any requests. But if you are an individual, you’ll be a public member the same way our students are public members on any of their campuses.
Question from Rep. Jiye Moon: How do you plan to advertise this new arrangement to the public.
Response from Mr. Weed: We are getting the word out as much as we can, we are personally telling our regular comers and it will be announced on the website.
Question from Rep. Cody Smith if the students need assistance with the hub what do they do?
Response from Mr. Weed: The can contact the circulation desk first, myself and Kelly Minars will also be available to help. Even if it’s after hours the circulation desk will be able contact us.
Question from Rep. Jaylon Fane: is there a charge for 3D printing?
Response from Mr. Weed: Not at the moment, but once we finish our current supply of filaments, the charge will usually be the cost of supplies (~ 25 to 35 cents per gram is the other libraries prices ours will be more around 10 cents). We are not looking to make any money off it.
Question from Rep. Mitchell Katona: What is the model of the 3D printer that we have?
Response from Mr. Weed: We have a makerpot that’s available for the public and a Taz6 in the staff area. The Taz6 uses different filaments that we would have to charge for.

06:00 PM Campus Food Options

Chef Steve, Lancer

- You can find Lancer’s on campus specialties at https://uthscsa.catertrax.com/
- Questions about our catering programs
  - Question from President Evan Lucas: During our meeting about the student feedback on on-campus food, we talked about having something after hours, on the weekends or early in the morning maybe like a pod or higher end vending machines.
  - Response from Chef Steve: I did escalate the issues we talked about. One of the biggest things were coffee after hours and store type items in the library area and we would definitely love to entertain something like that as long as there is student need for it. We need to know first if it’s going to be a sustainable practice.
  - Question from President Evan Lucas: We also talked about the variety and price of food. Since the food provided by lancer is more expensive compared the UT hospital. You informed me that they subsidize their food so there is no way that we can be as cheap as them, however for the variety, could you share a bit about what we discussed.
  - Response from Chef Steve: That is something we put into place the week after we talked. We have a static menu and the variety comes from our daily specials. Our grill specials and daily specials are popular. The buffet is also variable.
  - Question from Rep. Mitchel Faulkner: I sampled a few comments from MS1 students and they wanted more vegetarian and Asian/Italian/Indian and maybe Tai options.
  - Response from Chef Steve: We do do these items. We do one entrée a day/5 a week. So it’s hard to notice more of these varieties together. We try to diversify as far as the entrée is concerned.
  - Suggestion from Rep. Penny Wong: if you can put the menu online with the weekly offerings, that can help the students decide what they’ll eat for lunch.
  - Response from Chef Steve: We are working on it and will give the link to Evan so he can disseminate it.
Suggestion from treasurer Alexander Oderhowho: one option would be using the monitors they have all over campus to advertise the daily specials.

Response from Chef Steve: you are right, I will see if we can use these resources.

Question from treasurer Alexander Oderhowho: Can you talk more about the vegetarian options.

Response from Chef Steve: We are working through that. We are hearing your concerns.

Question from Rep. Jaylon Fane: The school of nursing has really early classes, can you start your service earlier so that we can have breakfast before classes? Right now people are eating in the middle of class and it is kind of disruptive to other students.

Response from Chef Steve: So you are in the ALTC before we are open?

Response from Rep. Jaylon Fane: we start classes at 7:00. So we were wondering if you can open around 6:30?

Response from Chef Steve: We will take it in consideration.

Comment from Rep. Jeremy Stull: I think you’ll do pretty well at breakfast because the hospital has bad breakfast options.

Response from Chef Steve: I would like to think we have pretty good food. So far, we thought that the building has less traffic around that time so we didn’t see the need to open earlier.

Question from Rep. Cody smith: Is there a chance that you can provide a more health conscious option? the salads that you provide are not large enough to be a full meal.

Response from Chef Steve: We have tried a few times but not often. The inspiration for our foods is comfort food vs. eating healthier, but that’s great feedback.

Question from Rep. Jiye Moon: Is it possible to provide coffee near the nursing school because we currently have to get all the way to the ALTC to get food.

Response from Chef Steve: We are trying very seriously to make something like this happen.

Question from Rep. Jiye Moon: What kind of options would be available?

Response from Chef Steve: Grab and go options and fresh snack cups.

Question from Rep. Jiye Moon: Could you include coffee

Response from Chef Steve: Yes.

Suggestion from Dr. Mok: one suggestion maybe for a future meeting if you can work with the business office because you don’t want to open earlier and then have no traffic. So we want to have the students understand our point of view and parameters.

Suggestion from treasurer Alexander Oderhowho: It would be beneficial if you can do a comprehensive survey to get direct feedback from the students.

Response from Chef Steve: That’s a good idea and we are working on something similar now.

Response from Chef Steve: It’s kind of a footprint issue. We want to be trendy and fresh so these are things that are a big deal to me. It’s on the table and we are working on it.

---

**06:17 PM Student Safety- Merton Minter and Louis Pasteur**

**Penny Wong**

- People cross louis Pasteur to get food or they live there. There are lights there but I have never seen cars stop.
Another area is near Gold’s gym there isn’t much visibility at night and there are trees that obstruct the vision of incoming cars.

Tomorrow I am meeting Mr. Kazen who is the Exec. for facilities. do you have ideas to help the situation?

- Question from Rep. Mitchel Faulkner: Did you speak to Jordan Kampschmidt about it?
  - Response from Penny: Not really. I however, talked to the city of san antonio and put in an order for them to investigate but they’ll have to work with the school on it.
  - Comment from Rep. Mitchel Faulkner: Jordan was saying the estimate was around a million dollars for lights on louis Pasteur, so a stop sign is a more practical approach.
  - Question from Rep. Jeremy Stull: is there anything that the school can do? because these streets belong to the city of san antonio
  - Response from Penny: They recently installed lights in front of the new dental school.
  - Comment from Rep. Cody Smith: lights halfway between Babcock and Floyd Curl would be the best solution.
  - Comment from Rep. Roma Kaul: we need make as stronger case that we need it. In 2009, there weren’t even sidewalks so we can do it.
  - Comment from vice pres. Daniel Chitty: I recently attended lunch with the pres. One of the attendees mentioned that there was a vote for lights on louis Pasteur.

Does anyone want to come to the meeting with me especially med or nursing students because I don’t know much about the Merton Minter?

06:26 PM Exec Updates

- President Evan Lucas: After looking at the feedback from last meeting, I met with Leigh Ann Kensky who’s responsible for the ALTC scheduling. She mentioned that they will be opening two rooms (2.212 and 2.218) which will be available for 24/7 access to students.
  - Question from Rep. Mitchel Faulkner: are these rooms going to be on a library-like reservation system?
  - Response from president Evan Lucas: You can reserve them however, if you don’t have a room reservation, you can use them anytime.
  - Question from Rep. Mitchel Faulkner: when will that start?
  - They will be open immediately.

- President Evan Lucas: I also talked to her about the medical school booking library rooms for interviews. I learned that sometimes they might double book the rooms so that they would have a fall back but she will be working with the library and the school to minimize the number of the room they book during those times.
  - Suggestion from Rep. Penny Wong: if the interview is with the professor it can be in their office instead of the library/
  - Comment from treasurer Alexander Oderhowho: There are two interviews, one with professors and the other with students; the student interviews are done in the library.

- President Evan Lucas: During last meeting, we also talked about possibly adding another activity to burger burn. I have a survey for you guys so please vote/rank them one through three I can’t promise we will be able to get the inflatable but we will try.
  - Comment from Rep. Penny Wong: During burger burn can we get cider for people who don’t drink beer?

- President Evan Lucas: We have some leftover polos with the old logos, so if you want to grab one after the meeting please do.
• Vice President Daniel Chitty: Plenty of thanks to everyone who showed up for the retreat it was a lot of fun.
• Treasurer Alexander Oderhow: For the appropriations committee, we are considering an application from nursing class of 2017.

6:32 State Of Affairs

• Rep. Jaylon Fane: The one issue that some of my coworkers mentioned is the insurance. We have military vets who have military insurance and they feel that it’s a nuisance to have to constantly decline it. Is there some kind of way to streamline that for the vets or for people who have their own insurance so they don’t have holds every semester.
  o Response from LeKiesha Johnson it depends on the program. Some programs are sponsored by different companies and the program directors would send a list of students who have insurance and it’s handled by the departments instead. But the reason why you get holds now is because it’s a UT system rule that we make sure every student has insurance.
  o Question from president Evan Lucas: So do we have to talk to the nursing program?
  o Response from LeKiesha Johnson: The nursing program currently doesn’t have the system but we can work with them.
• Rep. Wendy Arellano: Some of the fifth floor library rooms don’t have AC vents. Is there a way that we can get a small fan in there because it gets hot?
  o Response from president Evan Lucas: I know that depending on the price and how much it costs. Usually the cheaper the faster they can provide them so I will talk to them and see what we can do.
• Rep. Jiye Moon: We want to see a sign that says please keep this microwave clean at the new dental building.
  o Response from Bridgedette Ynman: Any microwave that are outside of the long campus do not belong to the office of student life. These microwaves are probably managed by the core so you might want to contact them.
• Rep. Jiye Moon: We need a water filter system at the fourth floor of the old dental school.
• Rep. Penny Wong: After my meeting with Mr. Kazen I will send an email and I talked to dental school administration please send the email to your dean and help press the issue.
• Rep. Jiye Moon: This was brought up by one of the students, he want to see more variety of the toilet paper.
  o Response from president Evan Lucas: There is a limitation to the type of TP we can use.
  o Comment from Rep. Jeremy Stull: if I remember correctly we now have the best TP our system can handle.
• Rep. Roma Kaul: The lines in the parking lot are faint and the stop signs on the ground are hard to read. This was brought up a few meeting ago and the parking office said they would get those repainted but nothing happened since December.
  o Response from president Evan Lucas: I will see who to talk with about that.
• Rep. Roma Kaul: How about the food options at the Greehey campus? There is only one cafeteria and they don’t have a lot of food options.
  o Guest: The café at the RAB building also doesn’t have not enough rooms to accommodate a lot of people. You cannot sit and ear for example.
Comment from secretary Nourhan Abdelfattah: The credit card readers that they currently have often malfunction and you have to sign a piece of paper saying I owe this amount of money if you don’t carry cash at the moment.

Response from Dr. Mok: You should follow up with Eric Walls because he’s the senior director for the supply chain management.

- Rep. Brian at the RAB, the printer that used to be at the student lounge is not there anymore.
- Response from president Evan Lucas: You should talk to Mike about this since this is only school of health professions. It’s not an SGA issue.

6:51 Break Into Committees

7:09 Motion To Adjourn The Meeting

- Motion made by Rep. Mitchel Faulkner
- Seconded by Rep. Kathryn Hinojosa